
Lecture 1. 2022.01.06 MC 562 Thursday  

First day handout  

Refer to course web page: https://adam-oberman.github.io/

We will discuss and I will post final version by end of week. 

Introduction  

Deep Learning / Machine Learning / Theory

This course: ML Theory with an eye towards Deep Learning.

Why?

ML Generalization: specific technical meaning, (in distribution) with bounds.

DL Generalization: heuristically, want deep learning models trained on one dataset to still 
work well on different data.  We know what we mean, but no technical definition.

However, ML generalization (which we will learn) can sometimes be applied to Deep 
Learning: e.g. Transfer learning, with shallow models on using Deep Features.  

This is common practice in computer vision.
Goal of course: teach rigorous theory, which is relevant to modern practise.

Plan for course:  

1. Fundamental ML Generalization theory.  PAC learning bounds, VC dimension, Rademacher 
complexity.

2. Advanced ML Topics, with math definitions and theory.

1. Unsupervised Learning (Clustering)

2. Dimension Reduction

3. Generative Models 

1. Ch 24 SS
2. NLP, e.g. bag of words, Ch1 E. 

3. Current DL topics in the context of ML theory.  

How far is the gap between shallow models which have theory, and deep learning 
applications? (usually pretty far)

af://n0
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https://adam-oberman.github.io/
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How much progress can we make in closing the gap?

E.g. GANs, with Game Theory background. 

E.g. RL with Dynamic Programming background 

4. Student research projects: present modern topics in Deep Learning to class.  

1. Write up and presentation
2. Convert the best ones into future class notes presentation 

Lecture 1.  

Following "Understanding Machine Learning: From Theory to Algorithms by Shalev-Shwartz and 
Ben David.  Textbook Link on course page: https://adam-oberman.github.io/

Homework: Read Chapter 1 on your own.

Section 1.3: Types of Learning  

Supervised vs. Unsupervised

Supervised: usually means the labels are generated by humans (e.g. image labels)
Unsupervised: usually means clustering data points
Semi-supervised: lots of unlabelled data, some labelled.

Online vs. Batch

Online learning: fed one data point at a time, then it's gone.  E.g. search web pages.  E.g. 
playing one game at a time.
Batch learning: have a fixed data set, can refer back to the same points.  (E.g. MNIST).  

Deep Learning v.s. Machine Learning

Deep Learning: using a deep neural networks.  Can be 56 layers (in image processing), or 3 
layers (in RL).
Machine Learning: covers a lot.  But typically we emphasize the difference when we use, 
e.g. linear models to classify, instead of a deep model. 

Chapter 2  

Overfitting:

Shallow models: 

af://n133
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 we will give conditions on shallow models that guarrantee the don't over fit.   This is good, 
since if we fit the training data, will also fit the test data.  (But they can underfit).

Deep Models: 

Reference: Understanding deep learning (still) requires rethinking generalization https://dl.acm.
org/doi/abs/10.1145/3446776

"Specifically, our experiments establish that state-of-the-art  convolutional networks for image 
classification trained with stochastic  gradient methods easily fit a random labeling of the 
training data."

So training on random labels means will generalize very poorly to the correct labels!  Implies 
that the deep models can overfit the data.

Open research question:

Understand when/how/why deep models generalize.

First need to understand shallow generalization. 

Arguments

Maybe deep learning is magical and we will never prove anything about it. 

Maybe eventually it will work well and we won't need to prove it.

Maybe better theory will help us to improve/explain deep learning...

 

 

 

Switch to handwritten notes.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3446776
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Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM)
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Estimation in stats
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